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First of all, we saw that there is a lot of peoples to discuss about our product vd-w3, and many
peoples think that our product may not worth at that price, actually, for the review, we do have
some comments on it, the comparison, the photos, only test on HDTV, no test on DVI monitor,
etc, however, we respect the reviewer points of view, and we also want to get more feedbacks
from the wii market.

Indeed, vd-w3 is a upscaler, but may be peoples over expecting it can do something’s like
rendering, the truth is that vd-w3 will upscale the Wii 480p signals, it can independently scale
SD images horizontally and vertically to achieve a quality picture for video display up to 1080p
resolutions; it provide an HDMI connection, which is an alternatives to AV or component
connections, nonetheless, on those bigger size monitors, you may enjoy the use of VD-W3 as
we can connect though DVI with audio source output, and the outcome result is much more
obvious as they don’t have any built in upscale function. For vd-w3, we are confident that the
product should work well as a upscaler, we are no doubt for its quality, in order to reflect the
actual customer point of interest, we know that the price matter is the most important thing. For
quick response to the market, we are going to do suitable price adjustment in order to reflect the
Wii market need. We always here to listen to all of you in order to provide good product and
good service.

For those customers already ordered vd-w3 at the “release” price, once we do the price
adjustment, we will refund the extra to you, we hope that all will enjoy our product with pleasure.

For any enquiry, please don’t hesitate to email to us at sales@vdigi.com , we will try our best to
help and answer you. Many thanks.
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